Your Wedding at

OUR MISSION

We invite you to enjoy all that the beauty Sambana has to offer, as both a home
and wedding event venue.
Working passionately to apply our considerable expertise and knowledge of the
hospitality and wellness industry we strive to manifest the perfect destination
wedding for you and your guests,
This passion extends further, Sambana Eco Events and Catering (S.E.E.C) is
determined in any and every way possible to create and execute your wedding
extravaganza as sustainably as possible, always working to stay in synergy with
our environment.

OUR AESTHETIC

We enjoy all things Andalucian, African and Asian. With creative flare, design and
production elements we curate all spaces with an organic approach. Hand picking
all decor specifically to work in harmony with the house and grounds.

OUR SERVICES

Whether for the wedding itself, rehearsal dinner, post wedding party or a special
wedding breakfast for close friends and family, allow our professional and
versatile team to help you flow seamlessly towards your big day.
Services include but are not limited to: equip hire, photographers, live DJ &
music, stylists, transport, food trucks, specialist food and entertainment
services.

WEDDING PLANNING FEE STARTING FROM €800 || SERVICE PRICES AVAIL ON REQUEST

THE HOUSE

The living quarters exude grand spaces, rustic charm and outstanding views
of the surrounding countryside. The house is wrapped around a beautiful
botanical courtyard which lends itself to intimate gatherings. Noteworthy
artwork lines the walls, each piece of furniture was chosen to accent the beauty
of the architecture. The indoor dining area, although rarely used has a one of a
kind single piece of wood as the table top, easily seating 16. A large shaded
outdoor terrace lines the front side of the house with views of the pool and the
stunning scenery beyond where you can enjoy your peaceful morning routine.

ACCOMODATION

Retiro Sambana boasts 9 bedrooms, 7 ensuite, 2 with shared bathroom.
The house has a capacity of 21 adults.
We offer house keeping, catering, spa treatments and full concierge.
The house must be rented for a minimum of 3 nights for wedding (7 in high
season).
We have a beautiful list of nearby accommodation for your guests.

CAPACITY

The lower terrace and courtyard lend themselves to intimate gatherings from 20
up to 200 guests.
For weddings over 200 the palm tree pebbled garden is the perfect place to have
the dinner and move the party down to the lower terrace.

PRICES FOR FULL HOUSE RENTAL AND WEDDING FEES AVAILABLE ON REQUEST

CATERING

Our catering team has developed not only a series of delicious seasonal & local
menus to suit any wedding dinner but also a style of service that we feel brings
the most to your special gathering.
The food menus themselves have been seeded and created through a fusion of
Mediterranean and Spanish cuisines, in keeping with our rustic yet opulent
setting we have developed and evolved our Campo Refino menus to be a true
reflection of the Sambana estate. With a contemporary approach to plating and
service, we are proud to rely on the traditional campo cooking methods born out
of Andalusian countryside.
We are also blessed to be able to take full advantage of our amazing local, and
are therefore able to use much of the best local organic fresh seasonal fruit and
vegetables as well as the highest quality meat and fish in the creation of our
menus and dishes.
Our service style is a healthy blend of formal and communal dining concepts.
Making the most of the Visual and Aesthetic qualities made available with large
group dining occasions. A mixture of Pintxos, sharing platters and sides with
core items plated and served directly to guests off the grill.

The flow of your wedding day, dinner and evening is all important and making this
flow as enjoyable, efficient and as seamless as possible has and will always be
at the very core of every project we at S.E.E.C. take on.
WELCOME DRINKS || COCKTAIL HOUR || WEDDING DINNER || PARTY
BOHO Menu package - from €90 p.p.
Includes:One cocktail, house spirits, house wines, softs and cava
Boho Asado Refino Menu
Post dinner coffee and tea
Two hours Self service bar 1 barman
CHAKRA Menu package - from €110 p.p.
Includes:One cocktail, mocktail, premium spirits, premium wine, softs and cava
Chakra Asado Refino Menu
Post dinner coffee, tea and sweets
Two hours open bar with two barman (serving mixers, beers and wines)
HOLISTIC Menu package - from €130 p.p.
Includes:Two cocktails, mocktail, premium wine, spirits, softs and champagne
Chakra Asado Refino Menu plus bespoke dish creation
Post dinner cocktail and coffee, tea and sweets
Two hours open bar with two barman (serving cocktails, beers and wines)
Midnight snack - special pintxo puddings

ADDITIONAL OPEN BAR AVAILABLE FROM €15 PER PERSON PER HOUR

For us at S.E.E.C nothing is ever set in stone, our packages have been created to
allow prospective clients an easier way to visualise and conceive the wedding
catering options we have available. We are entirely flexible when it comes to
arranging your final menus, prices will vary accordingly.
We pride ourselves in being able to cater to guests throughout the entirety of
the stay. Whether you would like us to arrange and cater for any pre or post
events, special wedding breakfast, picnics and snacks or perhaps to have all
your meals cooked and cleaned up during your stay, just ask for a look at our inhouse catering menus.
We hope you make full use of all our in house catering options.
When using S.E.E.C for your wedding dinner receive a 20% discount on the event
fees for pre and post parties held at Sambana.
food is the ingredient that binds us together

PRICES NOT INCLUDING IVA

Nestled amongst 350 hectares of Andalusian woodland and farmland, there are
multiple stunning spots within the house and grounds to be utilised for your
destination wedding weekend.

NEAREST AIRPORT: GIBRALTAR 50MINS || MALAGA 1HR 30 || SEVILLE 2HRS

GENERAL ENQUIRIES : RESERVATIONS@RETIROSAMBANA.COM || WHATSAPP +34 684 133 758

